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a b s t r a c t

Semantic hashing is a promising way to accelerate similarity search, which designs

compact binary codes for a large number of images so that semantically similar images

are mapped to close codes. Retrieving similar neighbors is then simply accomplished by

retrieving images that have codes within a small Hamming distance of the code of the

query. However, most of the existing hashing approaches, such as spectral hashing (SH),

learn the binary codes by preserving the global similarity, which do not have full

discriminative power. In this paper, we propose a dual local consistency hashing

method which not only makes the similar images have the same codes but also

dissimilar images with different codes. Moreover, we propose a PCA projection selecting

scheme that choose the most discriminative projection for each bit of the codes.

Therefore, the binary codes learned by our approach are more powerful and discrimi-

native for similarity search. Extensive experiments are conducted on publicly available

datasets and the comparison results demonstrate that our approach can outperform the

state-of-art methods.

& 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

With the rapid evolution and development of the
Internet, the visual contents (e.g. image, video) on web
are explosively growing. In order to efficiently exploit
such enormous web contents, fast search in large scale
has become one of the most critical techniques. It is of
great importance to many applications, such as image or
video annotation [27,28], social image retrieval [29]. The
traditional content-based image retrieval techniques
usually adopt exhaustive comparing the query image with
pooled database, which is infeasible because the linear
complexity is not scalable in practical situations. For
example, the photo sharing website Flickr has over
4 billion images. Another visual content sharing website
YouTube receives more than 20 h of uploaded videos per
ll rights reserved.
minute. Besides, most large-scale content-based image
retrieval applications suffer from the curse of dimension-
ality since visual descriptors usually have hundreds or
even thousands of dimensions. Therefore, beyond the
infeasibility of exhaustive search, storage of the original
data also becomes a challenging problem.

Over the past decades, several Approximate Nearest
Neighbor (ANN) search techniques have been developed
for large scale applications. Although there exist many tree-
based methods [2,6,12,16,22] that can perform similarity
search effectively in a low-dimensional feature space, for
high-dimensional cases and applications with memory
constrains, hashing-based ANN techniques have attracted
more attention. Hashing-based methods are promising in
accelerating similarity search for their capability of gener-
ating compact binary codes for a large number of images in
the dataset so that similar images will have close binary
codes. Retrieving similar neighbors is then accomplished
simply by finding the images that have codes with a small
Hamming distance from the query. It is extremely fast to
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perform similarity search over such binary codes [23],
because (1) the encoded data are highly compressed and
thus can be loaded into the main memory; (2) the ham-
ming distance between two binary codes can be computed
efficiently by using bit XOR operation and computing the
number of set bits (an ordinary PC today would be able to
do millions of Hamming distance computation in just a few
milliseconds).

Many hashing algorithms have been proposed to
address the fast retrieval issue in recent years. These
hashing-based methods for fast image retrieval can be
considered as embedding high dimensional feature vec-
tors to a low dimensional Hamming space, while retaining
as much as possible the semantic similarity structure of
data. In terms of if labeled data is needed, hashing
methods can be roughly divided into two categories:
unsupervised methods [1,31,33] and supervised methods
[9,21,25,26]. Unsupervised methods, such as Locality
Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [1] and spectral hashing (SH)
[31], only use the unlabeled data to generate binary codes
for given samples, while supervised methods which
incorporate the label information, such as Restricted
Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) [9] and Sequential Projec-
tion Learning for Hashing (SPLH) [26], are able to preserve
the semantic similarity and thus facilitate semantic
retrieval and classification.

Although the existing hashing methods have shown
success in large-scale image search, there are some short-
comings of them. For example, the traditional spectral
hashing (SH) [31] and its extension self-taught hashing
(STH) [33] learn the binary codes by making the similar
images close to each other in the Hamming space. How-
ever, the codes generated in this way may not have the
full discriminative power for retrieval and classification
task, because a good embedding should not only make the
similar images close but also make the dissimilar images
far away. In addition, a common step in many binary
coding methods [25,31] is performing principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA) to get the projection vectors. How-
ever, the projections learned in this way do not have the
complementary capability, i.e., the errors generated by
the previous projection should be corrected as many as
possible by the following projection. Therefore, the
learned binary codes also lack discriminative power to
some extent.

In order to address the above-mentioned problems, we
propose a novel discriminative hashing approach based
on dual local consistency, which does not only make the
similar images have the same codes but also make the
dissimilar images have different codes. Moreover, we
adopt a more discriminative projection selecting scheme,
in which we select the PCA projection for each bit of the
codes sequentially so that the current projection can
correct the errors generated by the previous projection
as many as possible.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews related work. Section 3 describes our dual local
consistency hashing approach with discriminative projec-
tions selection. In Section 4, we introduce the experi-
ments on two publicly available datasets. Finally,
conclusions are given in Section 5.
2. Related work

2.1. Fast similarity search

Given a set of data points, the objective in nearest
neighbor search is to find a subset that is most similar to
the query. Exhaustively comparing the query with each
sample in the database is computationally infeasible
because linear complexity is not acceptable for large-scale
database. To avoid excessive computational and memory
costs, an Approximate Nearest Neighbor (ANN) search is
more appealing than exhaustive comparing with sub-
linear query complexity [20].

There has been extensive research on fast similarity
search due to its central importance in many applications.
For a low-dimensional feature space, similarity search can
be carried out efficiently by some tree-based methods
(e.g. KD-tree, M-tree, cover tree and metric tree). These
methods usually partition the data space recursively to
implement an exact similarity search in the low-dimen-
sion feature space. For example, the KD-tree method pre-
builds space-partitioning index structures, and the R-tree
method pre-defines data-partitioning index structures
[4]. However, the tree-based methods can degenerate
their complexity to a linear scan in the worst case while
attempting to speed up the computation of the similarity
search. Moreover, in terms of achieving exact results, the
tree-based similarity search methods do not perform
better than the naive method, that is, a linear scan of
the entire dataset, when the number of dimensions of the
feature space is slightly high (e.g. 410) [30]. Thus, they
will encounter difficulties in practical applications where
the number of the dimensions can be hundreds or even
thousands. Nevertheless, if the complete exactness of
results is not really necessary, similarity search in a
high-dimensional space can be dramatically speeded up
by using hashing-based methods which are purposefully
designed to approximately answer queries in virtually
constant time [23]. In addition, the storage is also sub-
stantially reduced as they usually store only compact
binary codes for each data point.

2.2. Hashing-based image indexing

Many hashing algorithms have been developed in
recent years. One of the most popular methods is Locality
Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [1]. Given a similarity metric S in
a feature space, the LSH algorithm typically guarantees
the probability for any two samples xi and xj falling into
the same bucket to be Sðxi,xjÞ, known as the ‘‘locality
sensitive’’ property. One popular method in LSH is to
generate a random vector h from a particular probabilistic
distribution, e.g. p-stable distribution [5] for ‘p-metric
space. However, since the random vector is data-inde-
pendent, LSH may lead to quite inefficient codes in
practice [18,31] as it requires multiple tables with long
codes [7]. In order to overcome this problem, several
recently proposed hashing techniques attempt to apply
machine learning approaches rather than random projec-
tions to find good data-aware hash functions. In [18],
Salakhutdinov et al. show that stacked Restricted
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Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) [8,9] are able to generate
much more compact binary codes. The RBMs model is
trained with two stages: an unsupervised pre-training
stage and a supervised fine-tuning. The greedy pre-train-
ing is progressively executed layer by layer from input to
output. After achieving the convergence of the parameters
of a layer via contrastive divergence, the derived activa-
tion probabilities are fixed and treated as input to derive
the training of the next layer. In the fine-tuning stage, the
labeled data are used to help refine the trained network
through back-propagation. Then, the network weights are
refined to maximize this objective function through
gradient descent. RBMs-based binary encoding involves
the estimation of a large number of weights. For example,
the RBMs architecture used in [24] has four layers of
hidden units, with sizes 512-512-256-32, which requires
a total of 663 552 weights to learn. This does not only
involve an extremely costly training procedure but also
demand sufficient training data for fine-tuning. Research-
ers have also tried the boosting approach, such as the
Similarity Sensitive Coding (SSC) algorithm [21]. They first
train AdaBoost [19] classifiers with similar pairs of data
points as positive examples (and also non-similar pairs as
negative examples in SSC), and then take the output of all
weak learners on a given data point as its binary code. In
[24], both RBMs and boosting SSC are found to work
significantly better than LSH when applied to a database
containing tens of millions of images. In [31], a new
technique called Spectral Hashing (SH) is proposed based
on spectral graph partitioning [3]. SH calculates the bits
by thresholding a subset of eigenvectors of the Laplacian
of the similarity graph and it has demonstrated significant
improvements over many other methods in terms of the
number of bits required to find good similar neighbors. As
an extension of SH, Self-Taught Hashing (STH) is proposed
in [33], which learns the hash functions via SVM for the
unseen data points. Liu et al. [13] propose a scalable
graph-based unsupervised hashing approach, in which
Anchor Graph is used to overcome the computationally
prohibitive step of building the graph Laplacian. A Semi-
Supervised Hashing (SSH) is proposed in [25], which
learns hash functions that minimize the error on the
labeled training data while maximally satisfying the
desirable properties of hashing. They then further intro-
duce a method to sequentially learn the hash functions
[26]. Mu et al. [15] propose a hashing algorithm named
LAMP with kernel tricks and weak supervision, which is
formulated with a regularized maximum margin frame-
work. In [10], the authors use query-adaptive ranking to
address the issue that a large number of images sharing
equal Hamming distances to a query. Reconfigurable
hashing is proposed in [14], which constructs a large hash
pool by one-off data indexing and then selects most
effective hashing-bit combination at runtime.

3. The proposed approach

In this section, we will introduce dual local consistency
hashing, which do not only make the similar images have
similar binary codes but also dissimilar images with
different binary codes. In addition, we introduce a more
effective projection selecting scheme that can sequen-
tially choose the most discriminative projection for each
hash function. Therefore, the binary codes learned by our
method perform much better than the other approaches.

3.1. The problem formulation

Assume the database X consists of N data points
fxig

N
i ¼ 1,xi 2 Rd. A hashing method adopts K hash functions

to map a data point xi to a K-bit hash code
HðxiÞ ¼ ½h1ðxiÞ, . . . ,hK ðxiÞ�

T , where each hash function
maps the data point to a single bit hkðxiÞ 2 f�1;1g. Let X
to be normalized to have zero mean and given a vector
wk 2 Rd, the k-th hash function can be defined as
hkðxiÞ ¼ sgnðwT

k xiÞ.
As is introduced in [31], spectral hashing (SH) learns

the hash functions from the data by minimizing the
following objective function:

min
X

ij

SijJHðxiÞ�HðxjÞJ
2

ð1Þ

s.t.

HðxiÞ 2 f�1;1gK ,

X
i

HðxiÞ ¼ 0,

1

N

X
i

HðxiÞHðxiÞ
T
¼ I,

where Sij is the similarity between data xi and xj. As we
can see, SH attempts to make the similar images keep
close to each other in the Hamming space. However, a
good graph embedding should not only involve a similar-
ity graph which characterizes the favorite relationship
among the data points, but also involve a penalty graph
which characterizes the unfavorable relationship among
the data points [32]. Let Dij denote the dissimilarity
between data xi and xj, then a discriminative hashing
approach should satisfy the following dual local consis-
tency criteria:

max
P
ij

DijJHðxiÞ�HðxjÞJ
2,

min
P
ij

SijJHðxiÞ�HðxjÞJ
2:

8>><
>>: ð2Þ

It means that (1) similar images should be mapped near in
the Hamming space; (2) dissimilar images should be
mapped far away in the Hamming space. Based on the
above principles, we propose our hashing approach by
maximizing the following objective function:

JðHÞ ¼
X

i

X
j2N1ðxiÞ

SijHðxiÞ
T HðxjÞ�

X
j2N2ðxiÞ

DijHðxiÞ
T HðxjÞ

8<
:

9=
;, ð3Þ

where HðxiÞ
T HðxjÞ ¼

PK
k ¼ 1 hkðxiÞhkðxjÞ reflects the similar-

ity of the two hash codes, N1ðxiÞ and N2ðxiÞ are two subsets
which contain the images similar and dissimilar to xi

respectively. Unlike the existing approaches, such as SH,
that aim to preserve the global similarity structure of all
image pairs, we focus on the dual local consistency for
each image. Straightforwardly, our objective function
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guarantees that if the given images are similar to a certain
image, they should be projected to the same hash codes,
otherwise they will be mapped to different hash codes.

In our method, the N1ðxiÞ and N2ðxiÞ are constructed
according to the image labels. Given a labeled image set
Xl, N1ðxiÞ contains the images with the same labels as xi

while N2ðxiÞ contains the images with different labels
from xi. Then, the matrix S and D can be defined as
follows:

Sij ¼ 1 if j 2 N1ðxiÞ and 0, otherwise;

Dij ¼ 1 if j 2 N2ðxiÞ and 0, otherwise:

In order to make the learned hash functions subject to
the constraint in Eq. (1), we propose to maximize the
variance of the projected data on the whole training
set X [25]

max
W

tr½WT XXT W�, ð4Þ

where W¼ ½w1, . . . ,wK � is a d�K matrix. By relaxing
sgnðwT xÞ to the signed magnitude wT x in Eq. (3), and
combining the regularization term Eq. (4), we can get the
final objective function

bJðWÞ ¼ tr½WT XlðS�DÞXT
l WþlWT XXT W�

¼ tr½WT MW�, ð5Þ

where M¼XlðS�DÞXT
l þlXXT . Parameter l trades off the

effects of the supervised data and the regularizer. The
optimal solution cW ¼ arg maxW JðWÞ can be easily
obtained by adding the orthogonal constraint WT W¼ I
which guarantees the bits be uncorrelated, and the
projections W correspond to the top K eigenvectors of M.

3.2. Discriminative projection selection

Although the above problem can be solved in a single
shot, such solution does not have the sequential error
correcting property. In [26], the authors propose a
sequential learning method, in which the projections are
learned sequentially and each hash function tries to
correct the errors made by the previous one. However,
[26] just simply select the first eigenvector as the projec-
tion for each bit, which may not be the most effective one
in practice. In this section, we introduce a novel projec-
tion selecting scheme, so that the most discriminative
projection can be chosen for each bit and thus the final
learned codes will be more effective.

The idea of our projection selection scheme is intuitive
and easy to understand. We learn the hash functions
iteratively: first, the similarity matrix S and dissimilarity
matrix D are updated by imposing higher weights on the
image pairs misclassified by the previous hash function;
then, we extract the current hash function that corrects
the most errors made by the previous one from the top L

eigenvectors.
We define Gk

¼XT
l wkwT

k Xl, which measures the sign
magnitude of pairwise relationships of the k-th projection
of Xl. If Gk

ij40ðo0Þ, it means that image xi and xj are
considered as similar (dissimilar) pairs by the k-th projec-
tion wk. The magnitude of Gk

ij reflects the degree of its
confidence. By comparing Gk with the groundtruth logical
relationship, we can get the updating rules for S and D as
follows:

Skþ1
ij ¼

Sk
ij�aGk

ij if SijG
k
ijo0,

Sk
ij otherwise,

8<
: ð6Þ

Dkþ1
ij ¼

Dk
ijþaGk

ij if DijG
k
ij40,

Dk
ij otherwise,

8<
: ð7Þ

where a is a step size parameter. SijG
k
ijo0 indicates that

the similar image pairs are projected to the dissimilar
hash codes while DijG

k
ij40 indicates that the dissimilar

image pairs are projected to the same hash codes. For
both of the cases, we increase the weights of the relevant
image pairs. From Eqs. (6) and (7) we can see that only the
magnitude of Sk

ij and Dk
ij is changing while the sign remains

stable, thus it does not change the logical relationship of
the images pairs.

Algorithm 1. Discriminative projections selecting for
hashing based on dual local consistency.

Input: data X, labeled data Xl , local semantic matrix S,D, length of

hash codes K, number of hash projections in each iteration L,

parameters l,a.

Output: hash projections W¼ ½w1 , . . . ,wK �

Initialize the weight matrix S1¼S, D1¼D, G0
¼0

for k¼1 to K do
Compute Mk as follows:

Mk ¼XlðSk�DkÞX
T
l þlXXT

Extract the first L eigenvectors of Mk : fwk,mg
L
m ¼ 1

for m¼1 to L do
Compute the score of wk,m as Eq. (8)

end for
Sort the L scores and set the eigenvector with the highest score as

wk

Update the wight matrix by Eqs. (6) and (7)

Compute the residual:

X¼X�wkwT
k X

end for

With the updated weight matrix, we hope that the
new projection can decrease the errors generated by the
previous one. Unlike [26], which just extracts the first
eigenvector in each iteration, our method attempts to
select the most discriminative projection for each bit,
because the first eigenvector may not be the most suitable
one for generating a discriminative code. As is introduced
above, SGko0 and DGk40 indicate the wrongly predicted
relationships of the image pairs by the k-th projection, in
contrast, SGk40 and DGko0 indicate the correctly clas-
sified image pairs. In the kþ1-th iteration, we compute
Mkþ1 with the new weight matrix and extract its first L

eigenvectors wkþ1,m ðm¼ 1, . . . ,LÞ. Then we calculate the
scores of the L eigenvectors as follows:

scoreðwkþ1,mÞ ¼
XX

ððSGko0Þ � ðSGkþ1,m40Þ

þðDGk40Þ � ðDGkþ1,mo0ÞÞ, ð8Þ

where � denotes the element-wise multiplication. The
score in fact reflects how many wrongly predicted image
pairs by the k-th projection are corrected by the projec-
tion wkþ1,m. We sort the scores of the L projections and
select the one with highest score as wkþ1. The detail of
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Fig. 1. Precision of image search on (a) USPS and (b) CIFAR datasets with different numbers of bits.
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Fig. 2. Precision of the first M neighbors searched by different algorithms on the USPS dataset: (a) 32-bits, (b) 48-bits, (c) 64-bits.
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Fig. 3. Precision of the first M neighbors searched by different algorithms on the CIFAR dataset: (a) 32-bits, (b) 48-bits, (c) 64-bits.
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Fig. 4. (a) Recall of different numbers of retrieved images and (b) precision–recall curve on the USPS dataset (64-bits).
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our algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. Since the useful
information is only contained in a few top eigenvectors, L

is set to 10 in our experiments.

4. Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the proposed approach on
the USPS digit and CIFAR-10 datasets. We compare its
performance with five state-of-the-art binary coding
methods:
1.
 Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [1];

2.
 Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) [9];

3.
 Spectral Hashing (SH) [31];

4.
 Semi-Supervised Hashing (SSH) [25];

5.
 Sequential Projection Learning for Hashing (SPLH) [26].

4.1. Datasets and parameter settings

The USPS handwritten digit database1 contains 10
classes (0–9 digit characters) and each class has 1100
images. Each image is 16�16 in resolution, which results
in a 256-D feature vector. In our experiments, we ran-
domly select 500 images from each class for training,
which results in a training set with 5000 images. The left
6000 images are used as queries for testing. The training
set is used to learn the hash functions of different hashing
methods. The testing set is used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of different approaches through the nearest neigh-
bor retrieval based on the binary codes.

The CIFAR-10 dataset [11] is a subset of the Tiny
Images dataset and it consists of 60 000 color images from
10 classes, with 6000 images per class. The training set
contains 50 000 images, including 5000 randomly selected
images from each class. The remaining 10 000 images are
used as the testing set. The original Tiny images are
32�32 pixels. We represent them with GIST [17]
1 http://www.cs.nyu.edu/�roweis/data.html
descriptors computed at eight orientations and four dif-
ferent scales, resulting in a 512-D vector for each image.

About 5000 images are used labeled images in all the
experiments. The sizes of the similar images set N1ð�Þ and
the dissimilar images set N2ð�Þ are both set to 90. In order
to make the dissimilar images set diverse and balanced,
10 images are randomly selected from each of the other
nine image classes different from the given image. The
parameter l is set to 0.1 and a is set to 1.

4.2. The comparison results

Fig. 1 illustrates the performance of different algo-
rithms for the nearest neighbor search with different
numbers of the bits. We can see that our method achieves
the best performance with different numbers of bits on
both the USPS and CIFAR datasets. Among the different
methods, the unsupervised methods LSH and SH get
relatively poor performance than the other supervised
methods. RBM performs well at large bits and it even
outperforms SPLH on the CIFAR dataset at 48-bits and
64-bits. SSH gets good results at low bits and the
performance decreases when the number of bits grows,
which may be attributed to the orthogonality constraints
that force one to pick those directions that have very
low variance. This problem is more obvious when the
number of hash bit grows. That is why SSH performs
even worse than LSH and SH in the case of long codes.
SPLH learns the directions sequentially which can
relax the orthogonality constraint to some extent and
have property of error correcting, thus it performs much
better than SSH. However, it still gets lower performance
than our method which is based on dual local consistency
and adopts a more discriminative projection selection
scheme.

The performance of all the methods, in terms of
precision versus the number of retrieved images on the
two datasets, is illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3, from which we
can see that our method is consistently better than the
other methods. SPLH also gets very good results in many
cases due to its error correcting property. But RBM

http://www.cs.nyu.edu/~roweis/data.html
http://www.cs.nyu.edu/~roweis/data.html
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Fig. 5. (a) Recall of different numbers of retrieved images and (b) precision–recall curve on the CIFAR dataset (64-bits).
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performs better than SPLH on the CIFAR dataset with
large bits, because a good network can be trained with
enough training images on this dataset. LSH, which
randomly selects the hash hyperplanes, gets the lowest
precision in most cases. Because of the data-dependent
functions, SH is able to produce better hash codes than
LSH and thus gets better results. Figs. 4 and 5 show the
recall performance and precision–recall curve respec-
tively on different datasets. It demonstrates that our
approach has the highest score which means that our
approach can return more relevant images in the fast
image retrieval task than the other methods.
5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel hashing approach
for fast image retrieval. Unlike many traditional hashing
methods which only preserve the similarity structure
of images in a global manner, our method is based on
dual local consistency. In our approach, not only the
similar images are projected to the same hash codes,
but also the dissimilar images are projected to different
hash codes. Moreover, our approach adopts a more dis-
criminative projection selecting scheme, which can
choose more discriminative projection for each hash
function. Therefore, the binary codes learned by our
approach are much more effective than the other meth-
ods. The extensive experimental results have shown that
our approach can outperform the state-of-the-art hashing
approaches.
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